GUN ROOM
3/19/2012 Update
CURRENTLY IN OUR GUN STORE:
Kimber Pistols and Rifles in Stock:
SKU

Description

KIM 3000265
KIM 3200035
KIM 3000191
KIM 3200052
KIM 3200054
KIM 3200056
KIM 3200062
KIM 3200138
KIM 3200243
KIM 3000603
KIM 3000625
KIM 3000626
KIM 3000703
KIM 3000706
KIM 3000733
KIM 3000734
KIM 3000740

Kimber Super Carry Pro HD 45 ACP
Kimber Eclipse PRO II 45 ACP
Kimber Ultra Crimson Carry II Laser Grip NEW ARRIVAL
Kimber Stainless Pro Carry II 45 ACP
Kimber Pro Carry HD II 45 ACP
Kimber Compact CDP II 45 ACP
Kimber Stainless Ultra Carry II 45 ACP
Kimber Tactical Ultra II 45 ACP
Kimber Ultra RCP II 45 ACP
Kimber 8400 Rifle. Classic 7mm-08 Remington
Kimber 8400 Rifle. LA Classic Select Grade 7mm Remington Magnum
Kimber 8400 Rifle. Classic 300 WSM
Kimber 8400 Rifle. LA Classic Select Grade .300 Winchester Magnum
Kimber 8400 Rifle. LA Talkeetna 375 H&H Magnum
Kimber 84L Rifle. Classic Select Grade .270 Winchester
Kimber 84L Rifle. Classic Select Grade 30-06 Springfield
Kimber 84L Rifle. Montana .270 Winchester

AND KIMBER MOUNTAIN ASCENT IN 270 Winchester!

PLEASE CHECK THEIR SPECS AT: http://www.kimberamerica.com/

Hi capacity Handguns in stock. Going fast!
Brand
GLOCK
FN
FN
Beretta
Beretta
Beretta
Beretta
Sprinfield
Sig Sauer
Sig Sauer
Sig Sauer
H&K NEW
S&W NEW

Model
22 4th Gen
S9 and X9
S40
PX4 Storm Full Size
PX4 Storm Compact
PX4 Storm Sub Compact
92 FS
XD Subcompact
250
250
2022
P30
M&P

Caliber
40 S&W
9 mm
40 S&W
9 mm
9 mm
9 mm
9 mm
9mm
9mm
40 S&W
40 S&W
40 S&W
40 S&W

Capacity
14
17
14
17
15
13
15
13/16
17
15
15
13
14

# of Mags
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
3
2

NEW HANDGUNS:
CHIAPPA RHINO 357 Magnum! The Chiappa Rhino has revolutionized the revolver with a patented
design that improves on the 200 years old recoil issue of small revolvers. The Chiappa Rhino barrel is
aligned with the bottom chamber which is the key component to Rhino's tame characteristics. The
position of the barrel lowers the center of gravity and yields a centerline of the bore more in line with
the shooter's arm allowing for the most natural "point ability" while engaging a target. This
characteristic also drastically reduces both recoil and muzzle flip which insures subsequent shots to
be on target faster than ever before. The reduction of the recoil allows for the use of ultra-light alloys
in the construction of the Rhino minimizing any adverse effect. The flat sided cylinder design of the
Rhino reduces the typical revolver profile allowing greater concealment. This model has a 2" barrel
and includes a free leather holster!

Para PRX1445SO 14-45 Black Ops SA 45 ACP 5" 14+1 Rounds G-10 (Composite) Grip Black
Stainless. The best of the two-worlds; combining the powerful 45 ACP cartridge with 14 round
magazines! The "Black Ops" includes all the traditionally custom features requested by special
operators world-wide. The stainless steel frame has forward cocking serrations, Trijicon night sights,
Ambidextrous slide lock, beavertail safety with speed bump, and a competition style trigger with
overtravel adjustment. The improved frame design makes even shooters with small hands have a
comfortable grip despite the double stacked magazine. ALSO AVAILABLE IN 8 ROUNDS SINGLE
STACK VERSION!

Smith $ Wesson 460 XVR Performance Center Hunter 460 S&W 10.5" Stainless Steel 5rd w/Rail
Synthetic Grips!
The Model 460XVR is so revolutionary that it required an entirely different designation...XVR,
X-treme Velocity Revolver. Re-enegize your next hunt using a handgun! Performance Center
guns with hand-cutting and fitting to fine tuning for precision are top performers!

Smith & Wesson 686 Plus - Distinguished Combat 357 Mag 3" 7 rounds! Synthetic Grip
Stainless Steel!
Nothing de-escalates violence like the business side look of this powerful handgun. The Smith
& Wesson 686+ has the versatile round butt grip frame that can accommodate a wide selection
of aftermarket grips to suit any hand size. With its intermediate size and weight, it is
comfortable to grip by its finger grooved grip. Its overall configuration allows for a good
position of the trigger finger around the narrow smooth trigger. The narrow, smooth trigger
allows the finger to roll over its surface, preventing the tendency to pull the sights off target
during the long double action stroke. 7 rounds of the powerful 357 Magnum cartridge!

Sig 1911 NIGHTMARE!
Stainless Steel Black. Night sights, G10 Grips!

The legendary 1911 design has been brought into the 21st century with the refinements
today’s shooters demand, The 1911 Fastback Nightmare pistol from Sig Sauer, features a
stainless steel frame with rounded grip and mainspring housing. Each pistol is built using
premium internal parts including a match grade barrel, hammer/sear set and trigger. The all
Nitron coated frame and slide is contrasted with natural stainless controls, barrel bushing
extractor and grips screws. The Nightmare is finished with a set of black G10 double diamond
grips that makes this 1911 Sig Sauer look as good as it performs.

LOOK AND FEEL OF FULL SIZE GUNS WITH 22LR AMMO!

TERRORIZE YOUR VARMINTS / IRRITATE A LIBERAL / SHOOT CHEAP!
You can achieve all that with our new line-up of made-in-Germany Walther replicas of the world’s
most popular “assault” firearms chambered in 22 Long Rifle! With designs licensed by their
manufacturers to Walther these guns are semi-automatic versions of the originals with nearlyidentical dimensions and operation.
UZI Pistol! 22 LR, 20 Round Magazines, 5 Inch barrel. Adjustable sights and front Picatinny rail!
$430 cash $439 credit

UZI Rifle! 22 LR, 20 Round Magazines, 16 Inch barrel, Collapsible Stock, Faux Suppressor! $587
cash $599 credit

(CONTINUES)

ALSO FULL SIZE HANDGUNS – PERFECT FOR PLINKING AND TRAINING
Colt/Walther 1911 22LR Rail Gun: Same look and feel of the venerable 1911 in 22 Long Rifle,
12 round magazine:

Smith & Wesson M&P22 Pistol Same look and feel of their high caliber brothers in 22 Long
Rifle, 12 round magazine, German (Walther) made!

NEW RIFLES:
Steyr Scout:
When we set our business it was our intention to become a direct dealer of all my favorite
products, those I had a long experience with; that could be used to better support our
customers. This is becoming reality little by little but a big gap that we finally overcame was in
the Steyr / Merkel line of rifles. We received this week one of our personal favorites the
revolutionary Steyr Scout:

The Steyr Scout has the following features:


Light weight due to aluminum receiver housing, ½ MOA hammer forged fluted barrel, and
synthetic stock.








Removable box magazines with a second "magazine in reserve" stored in the stock.
Full lenght and bottom integral Weaver/Picatinny rails for use of conventional scopes or long
eye-relief “scout” type scopes.
Roller tang safety with "Locked Safe", "Loading", and "Fire" positions. The bolt handle locks
downward against receiver in "Locked Safe" mode.
User-adjustable trigger factory set at 3.5 lbs.
Integrated reserve flip-up "ghost ring" iron sights.
Integral folding bipod!

Come to see it at the store!

FN SPR "FBI Tactical Precision Rifle" – 308 Winchester - Mc Millan A3 Green Stock 24 inch
Fluted Barrel – 20 MOA Picatinny Rail - Sub 1/2 MOA with test target. BACK IN STOCK!



FN SPR A5M – 308 Winchester - Mc Millan Stock - 20 inch Fluted Barrel – 20 MOA
Picatinny Rail - Sub 1/2 MOA with test target!



FN TSR XP – 223 Remington - Mc Millan Stock 20 inch Fluted Barrel – 20 MOA Picatinny
Rail - Sub 1/2 MOA with test target!



AAC/Remington Micro 7 300 Blackout Rifle 16" 1:8 twist barrel, threaded!



Remington 700 SPS Tactical 300 AAC blackout. Hogue Stock. Threaded barrel, 5R rifling
16 inches, 1 in 7 twist:

NEW: Weatherby Accumark Mark V in 338 Lapua: Hunting or tactical users will like the
combination of the famous Weatherby quality with the ultimate long range bullet. The Mark V 338
Lapua Accumark is a hand laminated, raised comb, Monte Carlo composite stock with matte gel coat
finish and spiderweb accents. The barrel is button-rifled free-floated stainless steel fluted barrel with
target crown with Accubrake. It also features a factory tuned, fully adjustable trigger, CNC-machined
6061T-6 aluminum bedding plate, Pachmayr Decelerator pad and 28" overall barrel length. The
Accubrake significantly reduces felt recoil up to 53 percent. It has a checkered thread protector, for a
near perfect brake-to-barrel contour match. Because the crown is located at the end of the barrel, not
the brake, the lands are protected, preserving accuracy. As the bullet exits the barrel it passes
through the brake without contact. The brake in no way adversely affects velocity or accuracy, only
felt recoil and muzzle jump. TWO STOCK VERSIONS: HUNTING AND TACTICAL!!!

(Accubrake not shown)

Remington 700 XCR Compact Bolt 308 Winchester 20" Synthetic Black Stainless Steel
Do you ever wanted a tactical rifle you could hunt with? This is it. When it comes to tactical firearms,
there is no more trusted name in the game than Remington. In rugged endurance, Model 700 XCR
Compact Tactical Rifle truly stretches the limits. This rifle with a running 4 month wait list to
dealers features a 40-X externally adjustable trigger and 416 stainless steel barreled action with
Black TriNyte PVD coating, providing a diamond-hard layer of defense against the elements. It
features a OD Green stock with black webbing, wide tactical-style barrel fluting for rapid cooling,
hinged floorplate magazine, and dual front swivel studs and rear stud. Come and buy it before I get it
for me!

BARRETT MRAD! BACK IN STOCK IN THE NEWEST 20 INCH FLUTED CONFIGURATION! After being
out of stock for monthst we finally got a few units of this amazing new weapon system (base caliber 338 Lapua
– color: Barrett multi-purpose Brown):

We encourage you to check this promotional video from Barrett that explains the features of this gun:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=ykglRtlfOcA
And the specs page: http://www.barrett.net/firearms/mrad

SAKO TRG-22: The best 308 Sniper Rifle! Check both versions 2nd Generation Folding Stock and
Base Stock: ALSO IN STOCK THE TRG-42 in 338 LAPUA!

PRECISION 22’s! EPA is requiring that we sell one 22 Long Rifle rifle for each 338 Lapua we sell to
keep a good average mileage  Any 22 would not do for us so we found the:

CZ CZ455 Varmint Evolution 22LR 5RD 20.5" Blue/Gray Laminate Boyd’s Stock:

The SS Evolution stock in the Sky blue/grey color combination has a radical design made possible
through the increased strength of hardwood laminates. While the bolt is on the right hand side, the
stock design is fully ambidextrous including the cheekpiece, teardrop pistol grip and palm swell. The
extreme free float of the 20.5 inch barrel provided by the SS Evolution stock design ensures the
realization of the full target potential of the 455 Varmint Platform. The 455 Varmint action along with
the Evolution stock will accept any of the accessory barrels available for the 455 platform including
the American and Lux (open sights) as well as other varmint weight barrels in any available caliber. 5
rounds magazine included.

Savage 25745 Mark II TR 22 Long Rifle

Mark II rimfire rifles are a lot of fun. From casual plinking to serious hunting, this versatile rifle can
handle it all with match-grade accuracy. It's everything you want in a bolt-action 22 repeater, including
a long-range, heavy barrel. AccuTrigger is a standard feature offers a user-adjustable trigger and a
crisp, clean trigger pull, which enhances accuracy. The detachable box magazine and 22" black
carbon steel barrel are set in a black synthetic stock. It is drilled and tapped for scope mounts and
comes with bases. The TR model is a great economical trainer for those who like the look and feel of
a tactical rifle.

MORE 338 LAPUAS !!!:
-

REMINGTON 84463 700 TACTICAL XCR 338 LAPUA $2,049

(SCOPE NOT INCLUDED)
-

SAVAGE 110 BA

OUT OF STOCK - (SCOPE NOT INCLUDED)

-

SAVAGE 111 Long Range Hunter 338 LAPUA $1,049

REMINGTON SPS Tactical AAC-SD:
The Model 700 SPS Tactical AAC SD Rifle features 308 Win with 20" Heavy Barrel with 5/8-24 Threaded Muzzle. Shipped
with Thread Protector Installed. Accepts AAC and all 5/8-24 Threaded Flash Hiders, Muzzle Brakes and Suppressors. 1 in
10" Rate of Twist for 168 grain-220 grain Bullets and Sub-Sonic Loads. Hogue Over molded Hogue Ghillie Green Pillar
Bedded Stock. X-Mark Pro Externally Adjustable Trigger set at 3 1/2 Pounds.

Kimber Talkeetna: The ultra-light Kimber Talkeetna with its carbon fiber stock and stainless barrel is here! In 375
Holland & Holland Magnum and weighting only 8 pounds this is a big game rifle that can be carried all day!

(CONTINUES)

Blaser R8: The take down Blaser Professional R8. With less than 8 pounds of weight is the ultimate travelling
hunting rifle. We got it in right or left hand, color Savanna (top), Black or with beautiful wood stock and side plates and
many calibers. Please call for pricing and ask for the Hunter package!:

Top to bottom: Professional Savanna, Professional, Luxus. Pictures below Jaeger, NEW Success stock!

Blaser Savanna in dangerous game set

Tikka T3 223 Sniper Rifle. A tremendous value at $1,379. Check the specs of this ultra accurate, suppressor-ready rifle at
http://www.tikka.fi/t3models.php?tac

Check our Inventory of Kimber Rifles: Custom looks and accuracy at stock rifle prices!

The ultra-accurate and hard to get Kimber 84M LPT in 308 Winchester SOLD

Kimber Classic: Available in 7-08 NEW -SOLD, 270 WSM and 300 WSM!

Kimber Classic Select Grade: Available in 7mm Remington Magnum and 308 Winchester NEW, 30-06 NEW and 270
Winchester NEW!

Kimber Montana: Available in 270 Winchester weighting 5 pounds 6 ounces!

Kimber Pro Varmint: Available in 223 Remington!

ANNOUNCEMENT: LWRC
WE CONTINUE STRONGLY COMMITTED TO THE AR-10/15
PLATFORM AND ESPECIALLY TO LWRC RIFLES THAT ARE
ARGUABLY THE BEST OF THE INDUSTRY. OUR INVENTORY
HAS BEEN WIPED OUT BY THE CURRENT PANIC SALES BUT
WE ARE RECEIVING A FEW DELIVERIES OF OLD RESTOCKING ORDERS. PLEASE CALL FOR AVAILABILITY
(281)384-1482 WE ARE KEEPING THIS SECTION IN OUR
INVENTORY LIST TO LET YOU KNOW WHICH ITEMS WE
USUALLY STOCK.

New LWRC SPR - ADDED MORE MODELS:
A mini-REPR in 223/5.56! NOW available in Black,Tan and Patriot Brown colors and in 14.7”
barrel! This carbine has it all. The new LWRC International Special Purpose Rifle (SPR) is the
epitome of a well-balanced and fast pointing tactical carbine. The rifle uses a lightweight sculpted
rail derived from the REPR platform. The SPR-MOD rail, at 12” in length, is 33% longer than the
Mark II-B rail, but incredibly is still 5% lighter. The cold hammer forged barrel is spiral fluted prior to
being treated with the NiCorr surface conversion process. The spiral fluting shaves 20% of the
weight off the barrel and relieves the longitudinal stresses that can cause the stringing seen in
conventionally fluted barrels. The weight reduction in the front end and the user configurable rail,
make for an incredibly well balanced rifle. The Scopesmith special run has the 51T Blackout
Flash Hider that allows quick attachment/detachment of a suppressor and also an extended
charging handle with the US Flag! (We also have standard classic birdcage Flash Hider that
would save you money)

The SPR features LWRC enhanced fire control group. The fire control group, the bolt carrier and
the bolt are all coated in a proprietary nickel coating that promotes permanent lubricity and allows
the operator to run the gun nearly dry when the situation requires it. The piston system is LWRC
mid-length system, which provides a more direct recoil impulse for faster follow-up shots.

NEW RE.P.R. 16 inches fluted barrel in Desert Tan Cerakote!The Grim Reaper never look better or lighter!

Check our Inventory of LWRC Rifles: All with Hammer Forged Match-Grade Barrels, Short-Stroke Gas Piston Operated,
Match Triggers, Quad Hand Rails and Magpul Stocks and Grips!
M6A2: Available in black or tan in 223 calibers (quick delivery in other colors/calibers).
The M6A2™ rifle is a standard carbine available in various barrel lengths and in either 5.56mm NATO or 6.8mm SPC. The
M6A2™ rifle is ideal for those who utilize optical sights as it employs a low-profile gas block. There is no A-frame front
sight to obscure the field of view of the optical device. The M6A2™ rifle also features a longer midlength free float rail
system with a removable return-to-zero top. Any M4 MIL Std 1913 accessory can be mounted to the rail, and because
the rail has a monolithic profile, you can bridge devices from the receiver to the rail seamlessly. The longer rail also
affords more 1913“real state” to mount your accessories. ALSO AVAILABLE IN PATRIOT BROWN

The R.E.P.R.! : The unique LWRCI™ Rapid Engagement Precision Rifle (R.E.P.R.) is a full spectrum weapon system
designed to put devastating 7.62mm NATO rounds on target in a variety of roles. The R.E.P.R. rifle allows a marksman to
perform assaulter duty with the 16”barreled upper installed, and quickly switch to a sniper role simply by changing to an
optional 20” barreled upper. The extra upper receiver assembly can be carried in a backpack and takes up less room and

weighs less than carrying a separate rifle.
The R.E.P.R. rifle utilizes our patented self-regulating, short-stroke gas-piston operating system, ensuring unparalleled
reliability in the harshest theaters of operation. A side-mounted charging handle allows the shooter to perform reloads
without removing their eyes from the target, and prevents any gas blowback to the face when using a suppressor. The
ARM-R™ rails are easily removable and reinstalled with a hex key and provide a 100% return to zero for optics and
lasers.
Available in 16 inch barrel, 16 inch fluted barrel, 18 inch Designated Marksman Rifle and 20 inch Heavy Sniper! Call for
our low prices.

\
REPR Family Reunion: 20 in. Heavy Sniper (top) SOLD MORE COMING SOON, 18 in. Designated Marksman Rifle, 16 in.
Fluted
Nemesis Vanquish Lunchbox

AS SEEN IN “THE BOURNE LEGACY”:

Taking orders for November/December delivery! The Nemesis Vanquish unique compact package makes it a Hollywood
favorite. Previously shown in NCIS and Charlie Angels is now featured in this new movie; for the first time being used by
the good guy 
In addition of being a very collectable unique firearm and a great conversation piece the really important feature of this
rifle is its accuracy. One piece match grade chamber/barrel that is fluted and free floated and a match trigger makes it a
½ MOA rifle. Who knows for how much longer we will be able to buy such a firearm. Act while you can. We got it in both
the stunning “lunchbox” configuration and the “backpack” shown in the movie.
Learn all about these amazing, super accurate take-down bolt action rifles in our dedicated page:
http://www.thescopesmith.com/nemesis_arms.html

HOME OF THE 308 Winchester!
In The Scopesmith we are fans of the 308 Winchester. Inherently accurate, with plentiful and cheap quality
ammunition and a pleasure to reload. The 308 Winchester unforgiving ballistics is the caliber that separates
contenders from pretenders! You saw the Sako TRG-22 above, please check some additional 308’s in our store:

In the picture: Remington 84456 Tactical TGP (top), Savage Model 10 TCP Law Enforcement (middle) SOLD trying to restock and Remington 700 SPC Tactical (bottom)

END

